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What is What is collimationcollimation??

■■ Collimation Collimation is the process of aligning theis the process of aligning the
optics of a telescope.optics of a telescope.

■■ All telescopes require All telescopes require collimationcollimation.  How.  How
often is dependant on the type andoften is dependant on the type and
mechanical construction of your telescope.mechanical construction of your telescope.

■■ I will be focusing on Newtonian (orI will be focusing on Newtonian (or
DobsonianDobsonian) telescopes.) telescopes.
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Advantages to Laser
Collimation

■■ Can be done in the dark.Can be done in the dark.

■■ Its fast.Its fast.

■■ Its easyIts easy

■■ Leaves out the guess work.  (Not reliant onLeaves out the guess work.  (Not reliant on
your “judgement”)your “judgement”)
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Procedure

■■ Step 1 - Adjust the secondary so that theStep 1 - Adjust the secondary so that the
laser spot lands in the middle of thelaser spot lands in the middle of the
primary.  (this assumes that you have a theprimary.  (this assumes that you have a the
middle of your primary marked)middle of your primary marked)



■■ Step 2 - adjust the collimating screws onStep 2 - adjust the collimating screws on
your primary mirror such the the laser spotyour primary mirror such the the laser spot
reflected on to your collimator goes backreflected on to your collimator goes back
through the same hole the laser light comesthrough the same hole the laser light comes
out.out.



Building a laser collimator

■■ Basically, you need to build a holder thatBasically, you need to build a holder that
will position the laser pen in the will position the laser pen in the centre centre ofof
your your focuserfocuser tube and parallel to your tube and parallel to your
focuser’sfocuser’s axis. axis.



Other People’s DesignOther People’s Design

■■ Dragon Works:Dragon Works:

■■ http://pw1.http://pw1.netcomnetcom.com/~.com/~madynmadyn

■■ R. Wood:R. Wood:

■■ http://www.http://www.astronomynvastronomynv.org/members/laser/.org/members/laser/



■■ Les HildenbrandtLes Hildenbrandt::

■■ http://www.http://www.friifrii.com/~.com/~leshlesh//columcolum.html.html

■■ Nils CarlinNils Carlin::

■■ http://w1.411.http://w1.411.teliatelia.com/~u41105032/yacht/yacht..com/~u41105032/yacht/yacht.htmhtm



■■ Texy’sTexy’s

■■ http://www.http://www.btinternetbtinternet.com/~.com/~texytexy/laser./laser.htmhtm

■■ Thomas DeanThomas Dean

■■ http://www1.http://www1.kingstonkingston.net/~.net/~rascrasc//collimcollim..htmhtm



Commercial Laser CollimatorsCommercial Laser Collimators

■■ Kendrick Kendrick AstroAstro-Instruments-Instruments

■■ http://www.http://www.kendrickkendrick--aiai.com/laser.html.com/laser.html



■■ Howie GlatterHowie Glatter

■■ http://www.collimator.com/http://www.collimator.com/

■■ EZTelescopeEZTelescope

■■ http://www.sunflower.com/~http://www.sunflower.com/~clafeverclafever//eztezt/index.html/index.html



If all you own is a hand drill

■■ Use a piece of 1-1/4” OD plumbing pipe.Use a piece of 1-1/4” OD plumbing pipe.

■■ Drill six holes around the perimeter of theDrill six holes around the perimeter of the
pipe.  These will be used to align the laserpipe.  These will be used to align the laser
pen.  Use self taping screws in the holes.pen.  Use self taping screws in the holes.

■■ Ensure that the pipe is long enough to reachEnsure that the pipe is long enough to reach
the bottom of our the bottom of our focuser focuser tube.tube.

■■ Cut out a piece of cardboard to cap theCut out a piece of cardboard to cap the
bottom.  Drill a small hole in the center ofbottom.  Drill a small hole in the center of
the cap.the cap.



Make tube long enough to
fit reach the bottom of your
focuser tube.

Cut out cardboard disk
with hole drilled in the
middle.



■■ This will test your skill at turning a perfectThis will test your skill at turning a perfect
cylinder!cylinder!

■■ Turn a cylinder 1.24” in diameter.  MakeTurn a cylinder 1.24” in diameter.  Make
the cylinder as long as your the cylinder as long as your focuser focuser tube.tube.

■■ Face off the bottom end, and drill a 1/16”Face off the bottom end, and drill a 1/16”
diameter hole.diameter hole.

■■ Drill out the body of the cylinder to aDrill out the body of the cylinder to a
diameter slightly larger than your laser pen.diameter slightly larger than your laser pen.

■■ Drill & tap for six alignment screws.Drill & tap for six alignment screws.

If all you own a wood lathe







If all you own a metal lathe

■■ The drawing for the metal lathe collimatorThe drawing for the metal lathe collimator
includes a peep window, to allow alignmentincludes a peep window, to allow alignment
from the bottom end of your scope.  Thisfrom the bottom end of your scope.  This
may be possible in wood.may be possible in wood.



Aluminum Collimator





Alignment of the Collimator

■■ ROLLING METHOD - If you roll yourROLLING METHOD - If you roll your
collimator on the table, it should trace out acollimator on the table, it should trace out a
straight line on the wall.  If the screws arestraight line on the wall.  If the screws are
protruding, use two metal bars as “tracks”.protruding, use two metal bars as “tracks”.



■■ V-BLOCK METHOD - use a V-block andV-BLOCK METHOD - use a V-block and
slowly turn you collimator.  It should traceslowly turn you collimator.  It should trace
out a dot on the wall, not a circle.out a dot on the wall, not a circle.



■■ LATHE METHOD - chuck you collimator.LATHE METHOD - chuck you collimator.
Turn the lathe on to its slowest speed.  TheTurn the lathe on to its slowest speed.  The
laser should trace out a dot.laser should trace out a dot.

slow shutter photo



Questions?Questions?


